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SCHOOL MODERNIZATION COMMITTEE
STATEMENT OF MISSION

The Cheshire Public Schools facilities range in age from 50 to 109 years old.  In 
addition to providing education services, these facilities also serve as social and 
recreational hubs for our community.  The School Modernization Committee 
(SMC) has been established to consider available options to upgrade the school 
facilities, which may include new construction, renovating existing facilities, 
closing and repurposing facilities, and other creative, viable proposals.

The SMC was tasked with developing recommendations for modernizing our 
schools that will address the educational needs of CPS students in the 21st

century while considering the fiscal impact on the residents of Cheshire. 



› Cheshire Public Schools by Year of Construction

Building
Year of 

Construction Current Age
Humiston School 1912 109
Darcey School 1947 74
Chapman Elementary 1950 71
Cheshire High School 1951 70
Norton Elementary 1955 66
Dodd Middle School 1958 63
Doolittle Elementary 1962 59
Highland Elementary 1971 50

Average Age = 70.25 years



› SMC Objectives

• The Committee endeavored to collect facts for all school facilities
• Tour school facilities
• Meet with school staff
• Compile relevant information from prior facility assessments
• Conducted a community survey

• Selection of an Owner Project Manager (Colliers Project Leaders) and demographer 
(SLR – formerly Milone & MacBroom) to prepare detailed enrollment projections and 
assist the SMC with plan option development including student redistricting scenarios.

• Establish preliminary, high-level scenarios including budgets and enrollment calculations 
• Initial list was pared down per a data-driven process to two refined scenarios based on 

actual enrollment projections, budget details, cash flows, and preliminary feedback from 
the Office of School Construction Grants & Review (OSCG&R) 



› Why Modernization?

• To meet the growing enrollment demand and the district’s 21st Century Educational Goals
• Expansion of the educational programs
• Updated information and technology systems within the schools
• Updated mechanical systems for improved efficiency and ventilation
• Existing facilities are outdated (school age average is now over 70 years)
• Accessibility into and throughout all schools (Americans with Disabilities Act)
• Provide a safe and secure learning environment (School Security Infrastructure Council)
• Optimize traffic patterns and alleviate vehicular congestion on school sites
• Consider and incorporate more sophisticated early childhood and special education needs
• Focus on opportunities for collaboration
• Meet the individual needs of the students
• Design for flexibility given the pace of change
• Enable us to better plan and allow for appropriate funding of future capital needs for all our 

buildings



› Recent Projects in Surrounding School Districts

Guilford



› Recent Projects in Surrounding School Districts

South Windsor



› Recent Projects in Surrounding School Districts

Meriden



› Enrollment Projections

• SLR Enrollment Findings
• Significant uptick in births in 2016 through 2018 (209-212 births annually) contributes to 

immediate and sustained projected increase
• Delayed impact to Doolittle School because its Kindergarten class is not physically in the 

building
• All districts are projected to grow; however, Chapman and Highland are projected to 

experience the strongest growth trends
• Projected K-6 enrollment in 20-21 was 2,058, but it is actually 2,123





› Scenario Discussions

• Scenario considerations established through:
• Data Driven
• Holistic Approach
• Physical Square Footage Needs

• Original thirteen scenarios were scored by the Committee and narrowed down to two
• As part of the process, land parcels (both Town owned and privately owned) were 

explored by Colliers to determine adequacy to support a potential new elementary or 
middle school.  Several sites were determined to be of the appropriate size, yet further 
detailed assessments would be required to ensure their feasibility

• Preliminary budgets were established based on the proposed project schedules and 
these, in turn, were further analyzed by the Town of Finance to provide estimated  
Projected Bonding and Debt Service Summary calculations

• These final two scenarios were further refined, and it was ultimately voted on by the SMC 
that the proposal to the Town Council and Board of Education be the following preferred 
and alternate scenarios.



› Preferred Scenario - Summary

• Phase 1
• Two new K-6 Elementary Schools

• (1) located at North end of Town and (1) located at South end of Town – possibly on the Norton Site
• Existing Darcey and Chapman buildings are taken offline
• Norton is demolished (pending South end school location)
• Redistricting to be addressed as required

• Phases 2 and 3 (Note that the specific order of the following projects may be 
modified as the program progresses)

• Renovations to Doolittle and Highland (as K-6)*
• Renovations to Dodd Middle School*
• Renovations to the High School*
• Humiston and BOE Offices are TBD (possibly addressed as CIP)

• As future phases are planned, a study should be conducted to determine the actual 
construction sequence 



› Preferred Scenario – Preliminary Test Fits
North End - Marion and Jarvis



› Preferred Scenario – Preliminary Test Fits
North End - Marion and Jarvis



› Preferred Scenario – Preliminary Test Fits
North End - Marion and Jarvis



› Preferred Scenario – Preliminary Test Fits
North End - Marion and Jarvis



› Preliminary Test Fits

South End – Norton Elementary Property



› Preliminary Test Fits

South End – Norton Elementary Property



› Estimated Phased Financial Overview – Preferred Scenario



› Alternate Scenario - Summary

• Phase 1
• New 6-8 Middle School
• New K-5 Elementary School to replace Chapman (potentially on the existing 

site, based on a test fit)
• Existing Darcey building is taken offline and the existing Chapman is 

demolished
• Redistricting to be addressed as required

• Phases 2 and 3 (Note that the specific order of the following projects 
may be modified as the program progresses)

• Renovations to Doolittle, Highland, and Norton (as K-5)*
• Renovations to the High School*
• Humiston and BOE Offices are TBD (possibly relocated into vacant Dodd)

• As future phases are planned, a study should be conducted to determine 
the actual construction sequence 



› Estimated Phased Financial Overview – Alternate Scenario



› Comparison of Preferred and Alternate Scenarios
• Projected enrollment for the new middle school in the Alternate Scenario is beyond the 

recommendation provided by the State (1174 projected enrollment; 900 is the 
recommended size)

• Projected enrollment for the two (2) new elementary schools in the Preferred Scenario is 
within guidelines provided by the State of Connecticut Office of School Construction 
Grants & Review (653 and 669 projected enrollment)

• Schools taken offline in both plans are similar which will allow the district to eliminate 
costly Capital Improvement Projects to several of the older school facilities.  

• In Preferred Scenario, Darcey, Chapman, and Norton are taken offline
• In Alternate Scenario, Darcey, Chapman, and Dodd are taken offline

• Currently, the elementary school enrollment is unbalanced which creates different 
learning environments at each of the elementary schools

• In Preferred Scenario, the 8-year high projected enrollment at the elementary schools are closer to 
balanced  (653, 669, 612 & 780)

• In Alternate Scenario, they remain unbalanced (515, 570, & 751)



› Comparison of Preferred and Alternate Scenarios
• Redistricting impact between Preferred Scenario (18%) and Alternate Scenario (15%) are similar
• Estimated district share for the Phase 1 projects identified in each scenario differ by approximately 

$37 million
• The tax impact for an average taxpayer for the Phase 1 projects over the next five years differs by 

approximately $223 per household annually
• The Preferred Scenario (2 Elementary Schools) is calculated to be a cost of $389/year for the 

average Cheshire taxpayer including a home (market value $303,720) and two cars ($13, 214).
• That would make the Alternate Scenario cost $612/year for the average Cheshire taxpayer. 

• Based on this information, the School Modernization Committee voted 9-3 in favor of the 
Preferred Scenario.



› Additional Considerations- Humiston/Central Office
• There has been a suggestion from members of the Town Council that a new Central 

Office and the Humiston School be added to the north end elementary school proposal.
• Estimated gross cost to add a stand-alone Humiston replacement on the north end property: $12 

million
• Estimated gross cost to add a “wing” on to the north end elementary school: $9 million
• State reimbursement would need to be verified, but it would be 42% on the school portion and 21% on 

the office portion

• The estimated cost of a renovate like new overhaul of the existing Humiston/Central 
Office building would be $7 million

• State reimbursement would need to be verified, but it would be 46% on the school portion and 23% on 
the office portion IF the state would permit us to renovate a 109 year old building



› Inventory of Current Use of Space - Humiston/Central Office



› Inventory of Current Use of Space – Darcey School



› Critical Questions

• What are the critical priorities?  Is replacing Darcey a greater priority than 
updating Humiston?

• Would the state reimburse code compliance improvements of existing 
Humiston/Central Office?

• Where is Darcey’s program being housed and in which phase?
• What are the definitive costs after the previous questions are answered?
• What are the implications for and timing of future phases?
• Does the Board of Education have all of the information it needs to endorse 

a plan?



› Some Next Steps
• Finalize Test Fits for North End Property
• Develop Educational Specifications 
• Board of Education Vote to Approve a Plan
• Town Council Vote to Approve a Plan
• Town Council Vote to Appropriate Needed Funding  
• Voter Referendum
• June 30, 2022 – Deadline Date to Submit School Construction Grant Application



QUESTIONS & ANSWERSQUESTIONS & ANSWERS
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